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Figure 2. Anticorrelation of ozone and F-li for samples taken
October 1980 in the vicinity of the jet stream, New Zealand area
(34°S to 60°S). PPT = parts per trillion (10_12); PPB = parts per billion
(10-9).

the antarctic C-130 studies. Figure 3 shows the results of a jet
stream transit in November 1977. Note the inverse relationship
between ozone and F-12. As shown by the wind record, this
intrusion of stratospheric air occurred on the pole side of the
jet stream. Over Antarctica the changes in the tropopause
through the winter also may play a role in the chemistry of the
troposphere. These topics are being actively investigated.

This research was supported by National Science Founda-
tion grant DPP 79-21003. In addition to the authors, the field
team included Fred A. Menzia, who helped operate the trace
gas laboratory at McMurdo and acted as science crew on some
flights.

The VXE-6 air crews on both the C-130 A/C 131 and the
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Figure 3. Comparison of F-12 mixing ratios with ozone and wind
speed near the jet stream. Study conducted 12 November 1977
during McMurdo-to-Christchurch flight. PPT = parts per trillion
(10 12); KTS = knots.

helicopters made important contributions to the program
through their conscientious performance of the planned sci-
ence flight plans.
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Automatic weather stations,
1980-1981

CHARLES R. STEARNS and MICHAEL L. SAVAGE

Department of Meteorology
University of Wisconsin

Madison, Wisconsin 53706

Automatic weather stations (Aws) are deployed in Antarctica
in support of research on barrier and foehn winds (Antarctica
Peninsula), mesoscale wind flow (McMurdo), and katabatic
winds (Dumont d'Urville, 66 040'S 140°01'E, and Dome Q. The
data also will provide an increased database for antarctic fore-
casters and southern hemispheric numerical models.

The AWS units measure air temperature, air pressure, wind
speed, and wind direction at a height of 3 meters above the

surface. The data are transmitted to polar orbiting satellites for
storage and retransmission to ground stations in McMurdo
and in the United States (Renard and Salinas 1977; Savage and
Stearns 1981).

Prior to austral summer 1980-81, six AWS units had been
deployed. During that season, four additional stations were
installed (see table).

The AWS units in the Antarctic Peninsula region are being,
installed by the British Antarctic Survey from Rothera. Four
AWS units were shipped to Rothera in the fall of 1980 and the
first unit, 8917, became operational at Rothera on 31 March
1981. The second unit, 8919, became operational on 25 May
1981. All units will be operated at Rothera for 1 month for
comparison to local meteorological observations before final
deployment around the peninsula (figure 1).

In the McMurdo area, AWS units at Marble Point and Asgard
have been operating since austral summer 1978-79. During
austral summer 1980-81, Michael Savage supervised the
deployment of three additional AWS units in an arc of approx-
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Current and proposed AWS deployments in Antarctica. Two units currently In operation at Rothera will be deployed to other sites

Elevation
Name
	 ID number

	 Location
	 (meters)

	
Deployment

Current AWS deployment
Marble Point
	

8906
	

770 26'S 163045'E
	

40 m
	 1978-79

Asgard
	

8908
	

77°36'S 161004'E
	

1,750 m
	 1978-79

Manning
	 8905

	
780 45'S 166051'E
	

60 m
	 1980-81

Meeley
	 8915

	
780 30S 170°10'E
	

20 m
	 1980-81

Ferrell
	

8907
	

78002'S 170048'E
	

10 m
	 1980-81

D-1 0
	

8901 66042'S 139050'E
	

267 m
	 1979-80

D-1 7
	

8900
	

660 44S 139042'E
	

438 m
	 1979-80

D-59
	

8916
	

680 12'S 137032'E
	

2,064 m
	 1980-81

Dome C
	

8904
	

74030'S 123000'E
	

3,280 m
	 1979-80

Byrd
	

8903
	

80000'S 120000'W
	

1,530 m
	 1978-79

Proposed AWS deployment
Ice Rise
	 66057'S 60036'W

	
50 m
	 Dec. 1981

Spine
	 67036'S 66000'W

	
1,540 m
	 Winter 1981

Fossil Bluff
	

71 0 20'S 68017'W
	

70 m
	 Dec. 1981

Butler Island
	

72004'S 60021'W
	

130 m
	

Dec. 1981
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Figure 2. AWS deployment—Ross Island area.
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Figure 1. Proposed AWS deployment—Antarctic Peninsula.

imately 100-kilometer radius south-southeast of McMurdo
(figure 2). The AWS at Asgard and Marble Point, as well as
those at Byrd and Dome C, were visited in order to replace the
Bendix aerovanes.

In the Dumont d'Urville area, AWS 8916 was deployed at
D-59 by a French traverse party. Aws 8901 at D-10 continues

to operate properly, but AWS 8900 at D-17 failed in June 1980
after 6 months of operation.

Aws data are received in real-time from the satellite at the
McMurdo Weather Office using the TIROS information proces-
sor (TIP) decoder designed and installed by Stanford University
scientists. On at least one occasion in 1980-81 an LC-130
flight from Christchurch, New Zealand, to McMurdo was can-
celed because the TIP readout indicated that a "Herbie" (blow-
ing snow) was moving toward McMurdo and would make
landing at McMurdo difficult or impossible.

The AWS data collected by the satellite are delivered to the
University of Wisconsin at monthly intervals. The raw data
are converted to scientific units and stored on magnetic tape
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for distribution to the principal investigators (R. J . Renard,
Naval Postgraduate School—McMurdo area; G. Wendler,
University of Alaska—Dome C to Dumont d'Urville; and C.
Stearns, University of Wisconsin- Antarctic Peninsula).
Three-hourly observations and monthly summaries are pre-
pared for each station for use by those involved with the AWS
program.

This work is supported by National Science Foundation
grant DPP 79-25040. The design, development, and early
deployments of the AWS were done by members of the Radio-
science Department, Stanford University, under the direction
of Allen M. Peterson. John Katsufrakis and Evans Paschal of
Stanford installed the TIP decoder at McMurdo and assisted in
the installation of AWS 8905 on the Ross Ice Shelf, and their
help is gratefully acknowledged. The support of the British
Antarctic Survey through Charles Swithinbank and Victor

August, who is carrying out the AWS deployments from Roth-
era, is greatly appreciated. The efforts of Joseph Boissiere of
the Expeditions Polaires Francaises in deploying D-59 and the
assistance of LTCDR Brad Smith and LT Bob Evans of the Naval
Support Force Antarctica in the deployments around McMurdo
also is appreciated.
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Katabatic wind measurements
in Antarctica

GERD WENDLER and JOAN G0sINK

Geophysical Institute
University of Alaska
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A. POGGI

Laboratoire de Glaciologie
Universite de Grenoble
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During the austral summer 1980-81 as part of a U.S.-French
joint experiment, two additional automatic weather stations
(Aws), built by Stanford University, were installed in Antarc-
tica to investigate the katabatic wind in the French antarctic
sector. The two stations were established on the slope at D47
(1,554 meters, 67°23'45" S 138°43'00"E) and D57 (2,064 meters,
68011'30"S 137033'05"E) between Dome C (3,215 meters,
74o305 123°00'E) and the coastal region, where stations had
been established during the previous year. For one of the
stations (D10, 267 meters, 66°42'S 139°50'E) the transmission
became sporadic; however, it did not result in a major loss of
data, because D17 (438 meters, 66 044'S 139°42'E), which is not
far from D10, gave very similar surface observation data. These
stations, together with four additional stations installed by the
French scientists in the coastal area near their main station,
Dumont D'Urville (66040'S 140°01'E), give, for the first time, a

comprehensive database reaching from a dome in excess of
3,000 meters to the ocean, against which models of the kata -
batic wind can be tested or with which new models can be
developed.

Further, two flights of an instrumented LC-130, both dedi-
cated to the katabatic wind project, were carried out in winter
1980-81 to obtain a better understanding of the vertical dis-
tribution of the wind; a precise understanding is, or course,
not possible with only surface observations. All but one of the
stations are holding up very well. The meteorological condi-
tions are extreme in the area. Dome C measured temperatures
below -70°C, but the winds are light and variable in direction.
Dome C is one of the calmest places of Antarctica, even though
its altitude exceeds 3,000 meters. Going down the slope, the
winds become stronger and more funneled. Normally the
winds are downslope, and in the coastal regions they can
exceed 35 meters per second for extended periods.

Using our data, selected models of katabatic flow were stud-
ied and their limitations and assumptions compared. Empha-
sis was given to the work of Ball, Radok, Schwerdtfeger, and
Manins, all of whom have developed steady state models. By
time-scale analysis, a more precise definition of katabatic
equilibrium flow was derived which may be used to determine
the applicability of these models. A preliminary attempt was
made to incorporate dynamic processes, including blowing
snow, inertial effects, and variations of slope angle into the
existing models.

This work was supported by National Science Foundation
grants DPP 77-26379 and DPP 81-00161. Fieldwork was con-
ducted by J . Gosink and R. A. Schmidt. J . Boissiere of Expe-
ditions Polaires Françaises installed the two new stations for
us, after having received training at Stanford University.
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